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DEAP-3600 is a single-phase liquid argon detector aiming to directly detect Weakly Interact-49

ing Massive Particles (WIMPs), located at SNOLAB (Sudbury, Canada). After analyzing data50

taken during the first year of operation, a null result was used to place an upper bound on the51

WIMP-nucleon spin-independent, isoscalar cross section. This study reinterprets this result within52

a Non-Relativistic Effective Field Theory framework, and further examines how various possible sub-53

structures in the local dark matter halo may affect these constraints. Such substructures are hinted54

at by kinematic structures in the local stellar distribution observed by the Gaia satellite and other55

recent astronomical surveys. These include the Gaia Sausage (or Enceladus), as well as a number56
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of distinct streams identified in recent studies. Limits are presented for the coupling strength of the57

effective contact interaction operators O1, O3, O5, O8, and O11, considering isoscalar, isovector,58

and xenonphobic scenarios, as well as the specific operators corresponding to millicharge, magnetic59

dipole, electric dipole, and anapole interactions. The effects of halo substructures on each of these60

operators are explored as well, showing that the O5 and O8 operators are particularly sensitive to61

the velocity distribution, even at dark matter masses above 100 GeV/c2.62

I. INTRODUCTION63

An abundance of astrophysical and cosmological64

observations indicate that the majority of the matter65

in the universe is comprised of non-baryonic “dark66

matter” (DM) [1, 2]. Despite this evidence, there67

have been no unambiguous direct or indirect detec-68

tion signals of DM interacting with the Standard69

Model, and the particle nature of DM is still un-70

known. One promising candidate is the Weakly In-71

teracting Massive Particle (WIMP) [3], which may72

couple to nucleons at the weak scale or below and73

have a mass on the order of 100 GeV/c2. Such parti-74

cles are predicted to produce low-energy (.100 keV)75

nuclear recoils (NRs) on target nuclei, allowing di-76

rect detection experiments to constrain the WIMP-77

nucleon coupling strength [4].78

The predicted rate R of observed DM particles79

scattering in a detector to produce a recoiling target80

nucleus of energy ER is given by81

dR

dER
=

ρT
mT

ρχ
mχ

ε(ER)

∫ ∞
vmin

vf�
χ (~v)

dσ

dER
d3~v (1)

where ρT is the density of the target nucleus with82

nuclear mass mT , ρχ is the density of the DM with83

mass mχ, f�
χ (~v) is the Earth-frame velocity distri-84

bution of the DM, dσ/dER is the differential scatter-85

ing cross section, vmin is the minimum DM velocity86

that can produce a recoil of energy ER, and ε(ER) is87

the efficiency for detecting NRs of energy ER. This88

equation can be used to predict the number of events89

a direct detection experiment would expect to see90

from a given DM model, which can then be used to91

constrain such models.92

This paper builds upon the analysis of93

DEAP-3600 data presented in [5], in which a94

758 tonne·day total exposure was collected with95

231 live-days over the course of one year. No96

WIMP-like events were observed in this data set.97

From these results, DEAP-3600 placed leading98

constraints on elastic WIMP-nucleon scattering99

with an argon target, excluding cross sections above100

3.9× 10−45 cm2 (1.5× 10−44 cm2) for WIMP masses101

† Currently: Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720
∗ deap-papers@snolab.ca

of 100 GeV/c2 (1 TeV/c2). These limits assume the102

Standard Halo Model (SHM) specified in [6] and103

hold for isoscalar, spin-independent WIMP-nucleon104

interactions, with a massive mediator described105

by a simple constant contact cross section. The106

present analysis investigates how variations on107

these assumptions, which particularly affect f�
χ (~v)108

and dσ/dER in Eq. (1), impact constraints on109

DM-nucleon interactions.110

Recent observational and theoretical develop-111

ments have suggested that these standard descrip-112

tions of the DM halo and particle interactions may113

be oversimplified, and can miss important features,114

or risk misidentifying or overconstraining a potential115

signal.116

The European Space Agency’s Gaia space mission117

was launched in 2013 with the goal of measuring118

the positions and velocities of a billion Milky Way119

stars with unprecedented astrometric precision. Be-120

tween Gaia’s second data release [7] and data from121

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [8], a number122

of groups have identified rich kinematic substructure123

in the local stellar distribution, beyond the expected124

halo and disk stars. A local, anisotropic component125

dubbed the “Gaia Sausage” [9–11], or “Gaia Ence-126

ladus” [12], has been robustly identified by several127

groups as a likely remnant of a merger event with128

a massive dwarf galaxy. Smaller, low- and high-129

velocity clumps, shards, and streams have also been130

characterized in the Gaia and SDSS data, as well131

as in prior surveys [13–20]. While the direct im-132

plications of these smaller structures on the local133

dark matter distribution is still debated [21, 22], it134

is widely accepted that an association with the DM135

could imply important modifications of the expected136

signal at direct detection experiments [15, 17, 23–137

33]. Considering these uncertainties, the present138

work explores constraints based on possible DM139

phase space substructures correlated with observed140

stellar structures in the solar neighborhood.141

Theoretical developments throughout the past142

decade have also highlighted the importance of con-143

sidering DM-nucleon interactions beyond the stan-144

dard spin-independent and spin-dependent inter-145

actions. Two-to-two interactions generically yield146

cross sections that depend on the Lorentz-invariant147

Mandelstam s, t and u kinematic quantities. In148

the non-relativistic elastic-scattering limit, these in-149

teractions translate into a dependence on the rel-150

mailto:deap-papers@snolab.ca
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ative velocity and transferred momentum. While151

many SUSY models predict scattering amplitudes152

that are dominated by a constant term, cancellations153

or long-range forces can allow terms that vary with154

momentum transfer or DM velocity to dominate.155

Such interactions may also dominate under more156

general frameworks, depending on the nature of157

the mediator. These interactions can be generically158

parametrized in terms of a now-standard set of non-159

relativistic effective operators (NREOs, also called160

NREFT operators) [34–37], for which the nuclear161

scattering cross sections depend on exchanged mo-162

mentum, relative velocity, as well as nucleon and DM163

spins, and isospin coupling. Because nuclei couple164

differently to different operators, such an approach165

can highlight the complementarity between different166

detector techniques and materials [38]. For instance,167

certain (isospin-violating) combinations of proton168

and neutron couplings can lead to a suppressed sig-169

nal in xenon [39–41]. Effective operator interac-170

tions have previously been considered in analyses of171

SuperCDMS [42], XENON100 [43], CRESST [44],172

XENON1T [45], and DarkSide-50 [46].173

Recently, the effects of the Gaia Sausage on a fu-174

ture xenon-based experiment were examined for sev-175

eral NREOs [47]. This study showed that the ve-176

locity distribution of the Gaia Sausage led to lower177

momentum transfers—and therefore reduced sensi-178

tivities, except at higher DM masses, where an in-179

crease in recoils below 5–10 keV could yield a slight180

improvement in sensitivity.181

The present work employs DEAP-3600 data and182

considers a broad range of possible isospin properties183

and mediators, along with the simultaneous effects of184

potential kinematically distinct halo substructures185

that may vary from the SHM.186

This article is structured as follows. Section II187

provides a brief description of the detector and the188

event reconstruction. Section III describes the halo189

substructures and DM-nucleon operators under con-190

sideration. Section IV details the implementation of191

the models and analysis. Section V provides the192

resulting limits from this analysis, and Section VI193

discusses the implications.194

II. THE DETECTOR195

DEAP-3600 is a DM direct detection experiment196

located 2 km underground at SNOLAB, in Sudbury,197

Canada. The detector is described in detail in [48].198

The active volume of the detector consists of199

(3279± 96) kg of liquid argon (LAr), contained in200

a 5 cm-thick acrylic vessel (AV). This volume is201

viewed by an array of 255 inward-facing Hamamatsu202

R5912 HQE low radioactivity photomultiplier tubes203
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FIG. 1. WIMP acceptance, broken down by cut type.
The total acceptance is from the Fprompt+background
rejection cuts and the fiducial cuts. From [5].

(PMTs), which are separated from the AV by 45 cm204

acrylic light guides (LGs). The top of the AV opens205

to the neck, through which the detector was filled.206

The detector sits inside a water tank, which acts as207

a shield against external radiation and a Cherenkov208

muon veto.209

Pulse shape discrimination (PSD) forms a cor-210

nerstone of the DEAP-3600 analysis by separating211

slower scintillation pulses due to electronic recoils212

(ERs) from faster signals induced by NRs [49, 50].213

NRs may be caused by rarer interactions from neu-214

trons and α particles or by DM scattering on an215

40Ar nucleus. They therefore constitute candidate216

signal events. ERs, on the other hand, constitute217

the majority of the backgrounds, mostly coming218

from β-decays of 39Ar, which is naturally present219

in DEAP-3600’s atmospherically-derived LAr at a220

concentration of (0.95± 0.05) Bq/kg [51, 52]. The221

ER backgrounds are discussed in more detail in [53].222

The PMT calibration and characterization, dis-223

cussed in [54], provides input to a photoelectron-224

counting algorithm, which removes afterpulses, fol-225

lowing the method in [55–57]. This algorithm im-226

proves the energy resolution and efficiency of PSD.227

The energy region of interest used in this analy-228

sis spans the range 50–100 keVnr, where keVnr de-229

notes energy deposited in nuclear recoils. The NR230

acceptance in this region is illustrated in Figure 1.231

ER backgrounds are removed by the Fprompt cut.232

Backgrounds induced by Cherenkov and α-decays233

in the detector neck are moved by an additional234

Fprompt cut and the background rejection cuts, and235

neutron-induced and surface backgrounds are re-236

moved by fiducial cuts. After applying PSD and237

background rejection cuts, the NR acceptance starts238

at 0 % at 50 keVnr and reaches an approximately239

constant value near 25 % above 68 keVnr, within the240

(824± 25) kg fiducial mass. Additional details about241

the analysis are discussed in [5].242
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III. MODELS243

Variations in astrophysical and particle physics244

models describing DM are considered in this anal-245

ysis, as manifest in the f�
χ (~v) and dσ/dER terms246

in Eq. (1), respectively. Since Eq. (1) depends on247

the product of both terms, simultaneous variations248

of both models may introduce distinctive behavior.249

This section describes the models considered in the250

present analysis.251

A. Non-thermal halo components252

The SHM assumes an isotropic thermal distri-253

bution for DM in the “round halo” of the Milky254

Way. This distribution is described by a Maxwell-255

Boltzmann distribution with a cutoff at the galactic256

escape speed, given in the galactic rest frame by,257

fgal
SHM(~v) = NSHM × e−

1
2 |~v|

2/σ2
0 ×Θ(vesc − |~v|) (2)

where NSHM is a normalization constant, Θ(x) is258

the Heaviside step function, vesc is the galactic es-259

cape speed, and σ0 is the DM velocity dispersion. In260

the case of an isotropic Maxwellian distribution in a261

central potential, this is related to the local standard262

of rest velocity ~v0, via σ0 = |~v0|/
√

2. The velocity263

of the Earth in the galactic rest frame is given by264

~v� = ~v0 + ~v� + ~v sun
� , where ~v� is the Sun’s peculiar265

velocity and ~v sun
� is the velocity of the Earth relative266

to the Sun. As in Ref. [17], the value on March 9th
267

was chosen, which approximates the time-averaged268

speed distribution. The values for these parameters269

used in this analysis are summarized in Tab. I. It270

is worth noting that other authors have suggested271

modified versions of this model [6, 58].272

TABLE I. Parameters describing the SHM used in this
analysis, denoting the local DM density ρχ, Earth’s ve-
locity relative to the Sun ~v sun

� (chosen as the value on
March 9th to approximate the time-averaged speed dis-
tribution), the modal velocity of the local standard of
rest at the Sun’s position in the Milky Way ~v0, the Sun’s
peculiar velocity ~v� with respect to ~v0, and the escape
speed of the Milky Way vesc, respectively. Vectors are
given as (vr, vθ, vφ) with r pointing radially inward and
φ in the direction of the Sun’s motion.

Parameter Value Ref.

ρχ 0.3 GeV/(c2 cm3) [59]

~v sun
� (29.4,−0.11, 5.90)km/s [17]

~v0 (0, 0, 220)km/s [6]

~v� (11.10, 12.24, 7.25)km/s [15]

vesc 544 km/s [60]

Recent astrophysical observations indicate that273

the local DM halo is more complex than is implied by274

a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, as evidenced by275

kinematically and spatially distinct stellar popula-276

tions, which likely arose from mergers and accretion277

locally in the galaxy. Simulations indicate that such278

events may lead to similar substructures in the DM279

phase space distribution [32, 61]. Proposed struc-280

tures range from cold components like co-rotating281

DM disks [62] to hot components like in-falling ex-282

tragalactic DM, near ~vesc [25].283

Recent observations from the Gaia survey provide284

evidence of such substructures that may be in the285

local halo. These observations are often enhanced286

with additional information from cross-matched ob-287

servations of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SSDS),288

which together form the SSDS-Gaia catalog. The289

substructure classifications used in [32] are adopted290

here, based on whether the structures are spatially291

or kinematically mixed with the SHM. This classi-292

fication includes three categories: (1) Relaxed halo:293

spatially and kinematically mixed, (2) Debris flows:294

spatially mixed but kinematically distinct, and (3)295

Streams: distinct in both space and velocity. Stel-296

lar substructures of all three types have been ob-297

served in the Gaia data, and simulations indicate298

that the relaxed halo and debris flow stellar popula-299

tions likely act as tracers for similar DM structures.300

Stellar streams were also found to trace DM streams,301

though the correspondence is less strong due to spa-302

tial differences between both populations [32]. Fur-303

thermore, there may be differences in the relative304

abundance of stars and DM in these substructures,305

as stars are more tightly bound towards the center306

of a galaxy than DM is. This difference may ren-307

der DM more readily accreted than stars, and the308

ratio of accreted stellar to DM mass can vary signif-309

icantly [32].310

1. Debris flows and streams311

This analysis considers various DM velocity dis-312

tribution functions (VDFs) that may arise due to313

halo substructures. These substructures are moti-314

vated by observed stellar structures. In the case of315

debris flows, the stellar populations provide strong316

evidence of a similar DM population. For streams,317

the correlation between stellar and DM populations318

is weaker [32]; observed stellar streams motivate the319

kinematics of similar DM substructures, but the true320

properties of the underlying DM streams are less cer-321

tain.322

Because of these uncertainties, results are pre-323

sented for wide ranges in the overall contribution324

of each substructure.325
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FIG. 2. Velocity distributions modeled for this analysis, arranged into groups, including two Gaia Sausage models.
The first substructure listed in each group marks the chosen representative in Tab. II. The color gradient indicates
the relative DM density in each substructure, varying from 0 % (light) to 30 % (dark), with the exception of the two
Gaia Sausage models, which go up to 70 %. The solid black line corresponds to the SHM.

For DM streams, galactic-frame VDFs are mod-
eled following the prescription used in [17] as,

fgal
sub(~v) = Nsub

× exp

[
−
(
~v − 〈~vsub〉

)T σ−2
sub

2

(
~v − 〈~vsub〉

)]
×Θ(vesc − |~v|)

(3)

where Nsub is a normalization constant for the given326

substructure, 〈~vsub〉 is the mean velocity of DM par-327

ticles in the stream or debris flow, and σsub is its328

dispersion tensor. Since DEAP-3600 is not sensitive329

to direction, only the total spread in the DM speed330

and the fraction of the particles’ velocity that is par-331

allel to the Earth’s velocity affect potential signals.332

For simplicity, σsub is therefore taken to be diagonal.333

The total VDF for all DM in the halo is given by,334

fgal
χ (~v) = (1− ηsub) · fgal

SHM(~v) + ηsub · fgal
sub(~v) (4)

where ηsub is the fraction of DM that is in the sub-335

structure. Eq. (4) ensures that the total local DM336

density ρχ remains fixed, as it is independent of any337

substructure in phase space distribution.338

A number of stellar streams have been identified in339

astronomical measurements; in these cases, these ob-340

served streams are used to motivate values for 〈~vsub〉341

and σsub. Streams considered are discussed below342

and listed in Tab. II. The effects of each stream343

on the WIMP exclusion curves were studied, and344

streams with similar effects were grouped together.345

The following substructures are considered:346

(a) Gaia Sausage, also known as the Gaia Ence-347

ladus [9] or GRASP [22], likely results from348

a merger event with a massive dwarf galaxy349

(∼5× 1010 M�) at a redshift of z . 3 [11, 61].350

The VDF is best fit with a bimodal distri-351

bution comprising two Gaussian distributions.352

Ref. [19] showed that this structure appears353

to extend all the way into the galactic plane,354

suggesting that it should be correlated with355

local substructure in the dark sector. The356
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single-Gaussian parameterization in [17] and357

the directly inferred (bimodal) VDF presented358

in [61] are considered.359

(b) S1 stream is a counter-rotating (retrograde)360

stellar stream, likely from a progenitor with361

a stellar mass around 106–107 M�, potentially362

related to the ω Centauri globular cluster [13]363

or the Fornax dwarf spheroidal galaxy [14].364

Evidence suggests that the stellar component365

passes through the local neighborhood, poten-366

tially indicating a significant local DM com-367

ponent, as well [15]. The VDF used for this368

stream is described in [17], and it is repre-369

sented by G2 in Tab. II.370

(c) Nyx is a co-rotating (prograde) stellar stream,371

lagging behind the Sun by ∼80 km/s, and372

appearing to intersect the solar neighbor-373

hood [18]. This stellar stream may indicate374

a similar DM stream, which is described using375

the parametrization in [19]. Nyx is represented376

by G6 in Tab. II.377

(d) Helmi Stream is a significant stellar stream378

identified in the solar neighborhood in several379

galactic surveys, and it may indicate a similar380

substructure in the local DM halo [23]. Sim-381

ulations favor an origin from a merger event382

with a ∼108 M� dwarf galaxy around 5–8 Gyr383

ago [20]. The parametrization used for these384

studies is from [19], which identifies “Group I”385

with the Helmi Stream. In Tab. II, it is repre-386

sented by G5.387

(e) Koppelman 1 and Koppelman 2 are a pair388

of stellar streams identified in the solar neigh-389

borhood, first identified in [16]. They appear390

to be from relatively recent accretion events.391

In this study, these streams are parameterized392

using the values given in [19], where they are393

referred to as “Group II” and “Group III”. In394

Tab. II, Koppelman 1 and Koppelman 2 are395

represented by G1 and G2, respectively.396

2. In-falling clumps397

A generic model of “in-falling clumps” (ICs) is398

considered, describing extra-galactic DM accreted399

into the Milky Way, not described by the observed400

stellar streams. Such ICs have been proposed by401

a number of authors [24–30, 63], and may arise402

from past merger events or from intergalactic DM403

continually falling into the Milky Way, as moti-404

vated by models of hierarchical galaxy formation.405

To investigate the effects of ICs, galactic-frame406

VDFs are modeled using Eq. (3), with mean veloc-407

ity 〈~vsub〉 = (〈vr〉, 〈vθ〉, 〈vφ〉) and dispersion tensor408

σsub = diag(σrr, σθθ, σφφ) given in galactocentric409

spherical coordinates, with r pointing towards the410

center of the galaxy, θ describing the zenith angle,411

and φ oriented with the disk rotation, and compo-412

nents given by,413

〈vφ〉 = |~v| cosα

〈vr〉 = 〈vθ〉 =
1√
2
|~v| sinα

σφφ = σ|| cosα+ σ⊥ sinα

σrr = σθθ =
1√
2

(
σ|| sinα− σ⊥ cosα

)
σij = 0 , if i 6= j

(5)

where |~v| is the magnitude of the mean velocity vec-414

tor, α is the angle between this vector and the mo-415

tion of the Earth, σ|| is the dispersion of the IC par-416

allel to the Earth’s velocity, and σ⊥ is the dispersion417

in the perpendicular directions.418

To reduce the number of parameters, components419

of 〈~vsub〉 and σsub that are perpendicular to the420

Earth’s motion are set equal to each other. While421

this equality is not guaranteed for a generic VDF,422

a temporally-averaged direct detection experiment423

insensitive to recoil direction is only sensitive to a424

DM particle’s speed and the fraction of the velocity425

parallel to the Earth’s motion. Changing the veloc-426

ity division between the r- and φ-directions has a427

negligible impact on the resulting exclusion curves.428

ICs were considered with all 27 combinations of429

α ∈ {0, π/2, π}, |~v| ∈ {200, 300, 400} km/s, and430

σ|| ∈ {10, 30, 50} km/s, with σ⊥ fixed to 50 km/s,431

chosen as a typical value from the range of streams432

considered in Tab. II. The three values chosen for433

α correspond to ICs that enter the galaxy in pro-434

grade, perpendicular, or retrograde directions. To-435

tal speeds below vesc were considered, with the un-436

derstanding that some energy would be lost to dy-437

namical friction as the ICs accreted into the galaxy.438

Values for σ|| were investigated less than or equal439

to σ⊥, under the assumption that as streams be-440

come elongated, their phase space density is approx-441

imately conserved following Liouville’s theorem, and442

the streams become correspondingly colder.443

3. VDF Groupings444

To reduce the number of exclusion curves drawn,445

substructures with similar VDFs were arranged into446

groups. To determine the optimal grouping, sample447

exclusion curves were drawn for the O1 and O5 oper-448

ators (discussed in Section III B) assuming each sub-449
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TABLE II. Summary of substructures considered in this study. The mean velocity vector for each Galactic-frame VDF
is given as 〈~vsub〉 = (〈vr〉, 〈vθ〉, 〈vφ〉), and the dispersion tensor is defined as σsub = diag (σrr, σθθ, σφφ). The mass
fraction of the local DM in each substructure is ηsub; the total DM density is kept constant at ρχ = 0.3 GeV/(c2 cm3).
Streams and in-falling clumps (ICs) are arranged in groups based on similar effects on exclusion curves; these groups
are denoted by GN , where N=1–6. Two models of the Gaia Sausage are considered, as described by [61] and [17].
For Gaia Sausage (Necib et al.), the numerical VDF provided in [61] was used, and the values describing 〈~vsub〉 and
σsub are quoted for comparison. For all other substructures, the listed parameters were used as input to Eq. (3).
Values are given as described in the references. Where numbers were given with quoted uncertainties, the central
value was used; where ranges were provided, the midpoint of the range was considered. ICs are given as “IC (α, |~v|)”,
and are defined as described in Eq. (5), with σ|| = 30 km/s and σ⊥ = 50 km/s. Substructures chosen to represent each
group are marked with ∗. To model Koppelman 1 and Helmi VDFs, the central value of the dispersion components
was used.

Substructure Type Ref.
vr vθ vφ |σrr| |σθθ| |σφφ| ηsub

[km/s] [km/s]

Gaia Sausage (Necib et al.) Debris flow [61] ±147+7.2
−6.4 −2.8+1.5

−1.6 27.9+2.8
−2.9 113.6+3.1

−3.0 65.2+1.1
−1.2 61.9+2.6

−2.9 0–0.70

Gaia Sausage (O’Hare et al.) Debris flow [17] −8.2 0.99 25.7 158.9 80.9 61.5 0–0.70

G
1 Koppelman 1∗ Stream [19] −169 −59 −375 11–37 3–16 6–28 0–0.30

IC (π, 400 km/s) IC — 0 0 −400 35.4 35.4 30 0–0.30

G
2

S1∗ Stream [17] −29.6 −72.8 −297.4 82.6 58.5 26.9 0–0.30

Koppelman 2 Stream [19] 213 161 −226 52 18 29 0–0.30

IC (π, 300 km/s) IC — 0 0 −300 35.4 35.4 30 0–0.30

G
3 IC (π, 200 km/s)∗ IC — 0 0 200 35.4 35.4 30 0–0.30

IC
(
π
2
, 400 km/s

)
IC — 282.8 282.8 0 21.2 21.2 50 0–0.30

G
4 IC

(
π
2
, 300 km/s

)∗
IC — 212.1 212.1 0 21.2 21.2 50 0–0.30

G
5 Helmi∗ Stream [19] 29 −287 141 37–83 6–21 4–15 0–0.30

IC
(
π
2
, 200 km/s

)
IC — 141.4 141.4 0 21.2 21.2 50

G
6

Nyx∗ Stream [18] 156.8+2.1
−2.2 −1.4+3.1

−3.0 141.0+2.5
−2.6 46.9+1.7

−1.6 70.9+2.4
−2.2 52.5+1.8

−1.8 0–0.30

IC (0, 400 km/s) IC — 0 0 −400 35.4 35.4 30 0–0.30

IC (0, 300 km/s) IC — 0 0 −300 35.4 35.4 30 0–0.30

IC (0, 200 km/s) IC — 0 0 −200 35.4 35.4 30 0–0.30

structure is present at the maximum relative density450

considered. Curves for ICs and streams naturally451

formed groups with similar behavior to each other.452

One representative VDF from each group was then453

selected to be used for the full analysis, presented in454

Sec. V. These groups are summarized in Tab. II.455

For the ICs, varying σ|| in the range considered456

had very little effect on the exclusion curves. There-457

fore, only ICs with σ|| = 30 km/s are further consid-458

ered. Similarly, all prograde ICs had nearly identical459

results; this is due to the fact that their mean veloc-460

ity in the Earth’s frame gave DM particles too little461

kinetic energy to produce a signal in the WIMP-462

search region of interest.463

In [17], it is argued that streams may contribute464

up to 20 % of the local stellar population. Given the465

weaker correlation between stars and DM in streams,466

it is possible that the observed stellar substructures467

under- or over-represent the underlying DM popu-468

lations, and so possible relative densities ηsub are469

evaluated in the range 0–30 %.470

Two proposed VDFs describing the Gaia Sausage471

are considered: Necib et al. [61], for which the nu-472

merical VDF was obtained from [64], and O’Hare et473

al. [17] (first described in [58]), which provides the474

parameters quoted in Tab. II. These two descrip-475

tions significantly differ in their suggested values for476

ηsub. In [61], the authors arrive at ηsub= 42+26
−22%,477

Ref. [58] proposes that ηsub= 20± 10%, and a best-478

fit value of ηsub= 61 % is obtained in [17], comparing479

the relative weights of the Sausage and “round halo”480

components. To cover the full range of possibilities,481

ηsub is considered in the range 0–70 %.482

All of the VDFs under consideration are shown in483

Fig. 2, for comparison. VDFs with similar impacts484

on exclusion curves are given the same color and485

grouped together as in Tab. II.486
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B. Effective operators487

The NREO approach (or nonrelativistic effective488

field theory, NREFT) is a method of parametriz-489

ing the set of possible contact interactions govern-490

ing DM-nucleon interactions that may arise from a491

full theory of dark matter [34, 35, 65–67]. Chiral492

Effective Field Theory (ChEFT) provides an alter-493

native approach, accounting for one- and two-body494

currents, described in [37, 68]. One-body currents495

described by ChEFT can be mapped to NREFT496

operators and are therefore included in this frame-497

work; two-body currents are not considered in the498

present analysis. The NREFT Hamiltonian can in-499

clude terms that couple coherently to the nucleus500

and the DM, as well as to the DM spin ~Sχ, the nu-501

cleon spin ~SN , the exchanged momentum ~q, and the502

component ~v⊥ of the relative velocity ~vrel that is or-503

thogonal to ~q:504

~v⊥ · ~q ≡ 0 (6)

such that505

~v⊥ = ~vrel −
~q

2mN
(7)

where ~vrel comes from Eq. (4) boosted to the Earth506

frame and mN is the nucleon mass.507

By convention, the set of scalar combinations of508

these vector operators is labeled as Oi. The dimen-509

sionful couplings to each operator are denoted as cτi ,510

where τ ∈ {0, 1} represents the isoscalar and isovec-511

tor components, respectively, i denotes the NREO512

index, and subscripts χ and N refer to operators513

acting on DM and nucleons, respectively.514

O1 is the standard spin-independent (SI) interac-
tion, where DM coherently scatters with all nucle-

ons; O4 = ~Sχ · ~SN is the spin-dependent operator,
which gives cross sections proportional to the total
nuclear spin J , which is 0 for 40Ar. Operators that
can lead to NRs with 40Ar are [35],

O1 = 1χ1N

O3 = i~SN · (
~q

mN
× ~v⊥)

O5 = i~Sχ · (
~q

mN
× ~v⊥)

O8 = ~Sχ · ~v⊥

O11 = i~Sχ ·
~q

mN

O12 = ~v⊥ · (~Sχ × ~SN )

O15 = −
(
~Sχ ·

~q

mN

)[(
~SN × ~v⊥

)
· ~q

mN

]

(8)

Operators that depend on ~SN can still lead to515

scattering on 40Ar. For example, O3 is sensitive to516

spin-orbit coupling, rather than nuclear spin.517

Following the prescription used in [35–37], the op-
erators in Eq. (8) give rise to the DM-nucleus scat-
tering cross section, which is factored into DM re-
sponse functions Rττ

′

k

(
v2
⊥, q

2
)

and nuclear response

functions W ττ ′

k

(
q2
)
, with |~Sχ| = 1/2,

dσ

dER
=

2mT

v2

∑
τ,τ ′

{
Rττ

′

M

(
v2
⊥, q

2
)
W ττ ′

M

(
q2
)

+
q2

m2
N

[
Rττ

′

Φ′′

(
v2
⊥, q

2
)
W ττ ′

Φ′′

(
q2
)

+ Rττ
′

Φ′′M

(
v2
⊥, q

2
)
W ττ ′

Φ′′M

(
q2
)]}

,

(9)

only including terms that are nonzero for 40Ar. The518

W ττ ′

k

(
q2
)

terms are computed in [36] using nuclear519

shell model techniques [36, 37] for each interaction520

with 40Ar. They are given as best-fit polynomials.521

Subscripts k = M,Φ′′,MΦ′′ represent different one-522

body multipole operators in the nuclear matrix ele-523

ment. M is the standard spin-independent nuclear524

response, which describes the nucleon density inside525

the nucleus. It coherently sums over all nucleons526

and closely resembles the Helm form factor. At zero-527

momentum transfer, Φ′′ is related to the angular mo-528

mentum and spin (~L·~S) of nucleons. It favors heavier529

elements with large, not fully occupied, spin-partner530

angular-momentum orbitals. It can be of the same531

order as the M response for heavier elements.532

The accuracy of the nuclear shell model used to533

compute W ττ ′

k (q2) and the implications for nuclear534

structure factor calculations are discussed in [37].535

In these studies, it is shown that the hierarchy of536

states and low-energy observables such as the charge537

radius are well-reproduced for several nuclei, includ-538

ing 40Ar. The authors of [37] conclude that nuclear539

shell model uncertainties are not expected to have540

a significant effect on the ground states involved541

in WIMP-nucleus scattering. Furthermore, com-542

parisons between W 00
M (q2) and the experimentally-543

motivated Helm form factor suggested in [59] show544

that both form factor calculations agree to within545

0.5 % in the energy range of interest to the present546

study. Uncertainties in the nuclear response func-547

tions derived from the nuclear shell model are there-548

fore assumed to be negligible in this analysis.549

The Rττ
′

k terms are calculated in [35, 36], and de-550

pend on the coupling strengths of the operators in551

Eq. (8). Keeping only the terms that contribute for552

40Ar, these response functions are given in Eq. (10).553
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Rττ
′

M

(
v2
⊥, q

2
)

= cτ1c
τ ′

1 +
jχ(jχ + 1)

3

(
q2

m2
N

v2
⊥c

τ
5c
τ ′

5 + v2
⊥c

τ
8c
τ ′

8 +
q2

m2
N

cτ11c
τ ′

11

)
Rττ

′

Φ′′

(
v2
⊥, q

2
)

=
q2

4m2
N

cτ3c
τ ′

3 +
jχ(jχ + 1)

12

(
cτ12 −

q2

m2
N

cτ15

)(
cτ

′

12 −
q2

m2
N

cτ
′

15

)
Rττ

′

Φ′′M

(
v2
⊥, q

2
)

= cτ3c
τ ′

1 +
jχ(jχ + 1)

3

(
cτ12 −

q2

m2
N

cτ15

)
cτ

′

11.

(10)

The present analysis places limits on couplings to554

O1,O3,O5,O8, and O11, considering only one cou-555

pling at a time. O12 and O15 are not included, since556

in EFTs they always arise in combination with other557

operators that will dominate the scattering process558

[67]. Furthermore, for certain models leading toO10,559

O11, andO12, loop contributions to the neutron elec-560

tric dipole moment lead to constraints that are or-561

ders of magnitude stronger than those from direct562

detection experiments [69].563

The standard isoscalar SI interaction O1, dis-564

cussed in [5], relies only on the coupling constant565

c01, and the response function R00
MW

00
M

(
q2
)

is com-566

parable to the square of the Helm form factor [59].567

Results of the present study are presented in terms568

of an effective DM-proton cross section569

σp ≡
(cpi µp)

2

π
, (11)

where cpi ≡ (c0i + c1i )/2 is the effective DM-proton570

coupling and µp is the DM-proton reduced mass.571

Note that although Eq. (11) does not explicitly de-572

pend on the coupling to neutrons cni ≡ (c0i − c1i )/2,573

limits placed on σp implicitly depend on the value of574

cni . Unless explicitly specified, cni = cpi , correspond-575

ing to isoscalar (c1i = 0) couplings.576

Even though Eq. (11) gives the standard SI DM-577

nucleon cross section for O1, it does not necessarily578

correspond to a physical cross section for all possible579

interactions. This relation is used because it allows580

for a direct comparison between operators and ex-581

periments, and it gives a one-to-one correspondence582

to couplings in an effective Hamiltonian.583

1. Isospin violation584

As mentioned above, the NREFT framework al-585

lows for general isospin couplings: c0i corresponds586

to the isoscalar coupling (IS), while c1i would be587

an isovector coupling (IV). Varying the ratio of588

c1i /c
0
i – or equivalently cni /c

p
i – can lead to differ-589

ent DM-nucleus couplings to different elements and590

isotopes. Isospin-violating DM has been considered591

as a way to reconcile disparate experimental results,592

and arise, for example, in non-WIMP SUSY DM593

models [70]. While typical direct detection results594

only report limits on IS couplings, other couplings595

are also possible.596

The present analysis considers IS (cni = cpi ) and IV597

(cni = −cpi ) scenarios, as well as xenonphobic (XP)598

interactions cni /c
p
i = −0.7. Since the strongest SI599

limits on DM-nucleon scattering are currently from600

xenon-based experiments, it is worth examining the601

parts of parameter space that would not yield a602

strong signal in xenon. The scenario was proposed603

[39, 40] as a way to explain potential direct detec-604

tion anomalies in light of the strong bounds from605

XENON100 [71] and LUX [72]. A number of theo-606

retical models have been built that can result in such607

isospin-violating interactions. These include inter-608

ference between two distinct portals to the dark sec-609

tor [73], new colored mediators [74], string theory-610

motivated Z ′ portal scenarios [75], a two-higgs dou-611

blet portal model [76], and the coupling ratio result-612

ing from breaking of GUT-scale gauge groups [77].613

In [41], it was shown that, as such a ratio min-614

imizes the DM-xenon scattering cross section, it615

brings the sensitivity of DEAP-3600 beyond that of616

XENON1T for mχ>130 GeV/c2, as long as isospin-617

dependent W ττ ′

k effects are small.618

2. Photon-mediated interactions619

The NREFT formalism does not directly cover the620

case of light mediators, where the momentum de-621

pendence of the propagator becomes important and622

long-range forces can lead to a signal enhancement.623

These interactions can nonetheless be parametrized624

in terms of NREOs. In addition to the operators625

listed above, anapole, electric/magnetic dipole, and626

millicharge interactions are considered, taking their627

nonrelativistic limits as in [47, 78, 79].628

The anapole interaction can be written:629

OA = e cA
∑
N=n,p

(QNO8 + gNO9) , (12)
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where e is the charge of the electron, Qn = 0 and630

Qp = 1, cA is the Wilson coefficient of the effective631

anapole interaction, and gn = −3.83 and gp = 5.59632

are the nucleon g-factors.633

In the presence of a magnetic dipole moment µχ,634

the relevant effective operator is:635

OMD = 2 e µχ
∑
N=n,p

[
QN mNO1 + 4QN

mχm
2
N

q2
O5

+ 2 gN mχ

(
O4 −

m2
N

q2
O6

)]
, (13)

and the electric dipole moment, dχ, gives rise to the636

non-relativistic electric operator, OED:637

OED = 2 e dχ
O(p)

11

q2
. (14)

Finally, the millicharged interaction leads to a638

standard Rutherford interaction:639

OM = e2 εχ
O(p)

1

q2
, (15)

where εχ is the DM electric charge relative to the640

electron charge. The operators with the superscript641

(p) in Eqs. (14) and (15) only couple to protons. In642

each case, the total cross section is computed using643

DM and nuclear response functions for each NREO.644

IV. ANALYSIS AND METHODS645

VDFs are numerically constructed in the labora-646

tory frame using a Monte Carlo method. For each647

VDF, 2×107 particles are generated in the galactic648

rest frame using Eq. (4), and then boosted to the649

laboratory frame.650

Differential cross sections are calculated using651

Eq. (9), considering one coupling at a time, with652

nuclear response functions determined by [36]. Cal-653

culations are validated by computing recoil en-654

ergy spectra assuming the SHM and comparing the655

results to those from the WIMpy NREFT [80] and656

CHIRALEFT4DM [37] public codes, where possible.657

The integral in Eq. (1) is numerically computed,658

using the NR acceptance determined for the latest659

WIMP search by DEAP-3600 [5]. This calculation660

determines the expected number of DM-induced NR661

signals expected for a given set of models.662

This study uses the same data set and analyses663

reported in [5], with no WIMP-like events remain-664

ing after all event selection cuts. These null results665

provide constraints on the DM-nucleon coupling con-666

stants for the O1, O3, O5, O8, and O11 operators,667

which are interpreted as effective cross sections using668

Eq (11).669

For photon-mediated interactions (Eqs. (12-15)),670

limits are placed on the anapole coupling constant671

cA, the magnetic dipole moment µχ, the electric672

dipole moment dχ, or the relative electric charge εχ.673

Upper limits are reported at the 90 % confidence674

level (C. L.); systematic uncertainties from the de-675

tector response model, signal acceptance, and expo-676

sure are propagated into the upper limit following677

the prescription by Cousins and Highland [81], and678

are detailed in [5].679

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION680

This section reports the key findings of this anal-681

ysis. Sec. V A shows the predicted effects of the dif-682

ferent NREOs and VDFs on NR spectra. Secs. V B,683

V C and V D respectively show the constraints ob-684

tained assuming different NREFT operators, isospin685

violation scenarios, and VDFs. Sec. V E illus-686

trates the interplay between NREOs and nonstan-687

dard VDFs, and Sec. V F adds isospin violation. Fi-688

nally, Sec. V G shows limits on DM with a magnetic689

dipole, anapole interaction, electric dipole and frac-690

tional charge.691

A. Recoil energy spectra for different692

interactions and VDFs693

The expected NR energy spectra can be calculated694

using Eq. (1). They depend on the underlying VDF695

as well as the DM and nuclear response functions,696

as written in Eq. (9).697

Fig. 3 shows the recoil energy spectra for WIMPs698

with mχ=100 GeV/c2 that interact with nucleons699

via different NREOs, assuming the SHM. These700

spectra are normalized to cross sections that pre-701

dict a similar number of events in the energy region702

of interest. Operators that introduce a factor of q2
703

to the DM response function (O3, O5, and O11) are704

suppressed at low recoil energies, exhibiting a peak705

around 25 keV. Operators that add a factor of v2
⊥706

(O5 and O8) have qualitatively little effect on the707

recoil spectra, though the spectra drop off slightly708

faster, due to the fact that v⊥ suppresses backscat-709

tering.710

Effects of substructures on the O1 recoil spec-711

trum are illustrated in Fig. 4, where each substruc-712

ture has been taken at its maximum ηsub. Spectra713

from slow substructures (the Gaia Sausage, G4, G5,714

and G6) decrease faster than predicted by the SHM,715

while those resulting from fast substructures (G1,716

G2, and G3) are flattened by a knee around 75–717
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FIG. 3. Recoil spectra for mχ=100 GeV/c2 and SHM,
using the following cross sections: O1 (3.7× 10−45 cm2,
red), O3 (2.1× 10−40 cm2, green), O5 (2.9× 10−36 cm2,
purple), O8 (1.9× 10−38 cm2, blue), and O11

(2.3× 10−42 cm2, orange).
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FIG. 4. Recoil spectra for mχ=100 GeV/c2 and O1 with
different substructures at maximum ηsub, using a cross
section of 3.7× 10−45 cm2. Curves labeled “GS” corre-
spond to the two Gaia Sausage models.

175 keV. While these distortions affect the expected718

rate of recoils in the energy region of interest, the719

spectra in this range are similar.720

Fig. 5 shows the effect that substructures may721

have for O1, O8, and O11. These operators were722

selected, for their respective scaling factors of 1, v2
⊥,723

and q2. The effects of the Gaia Sausage from [17]724

and G1 streams are compared to the spectra derived725

from the pure SHM, assuming the maximum consid-726

ered value of ηsub. These substructures were chosen727

to span the range of low- and high-speed VDFs.728

The spectra from O8 and O11 are more strongly729

affected by these substructures than O1. For O11,730

the Gaia Sausage causes the recoil spectrum to de-731

crease nearly exponentially, at a faster rate than the732

SHM alone predicts, while G1 renders it near flat733
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FIG. 5. Recoil spectra for mχ=100 GeV/c2 with VDFs
from G1 (blue), SHM (black), and Gaia Sausage [17]
(“GS (O’Hare)”, red), with maximum ηsub, and the fol-
lowing cross sections: O1 (3.7× 10−45 cm2, solid), O8

(1.9× 10−38 cm2, dash-dot), and O11 (2.3× 10−42 cm2,
solid-star).

in the range of 25–175 keV. This shape is a result734

of the higher momentum transfers accessible by the735

fast components of G1; the cross section for such736

interactions is increased by the q2-enhancement of737

this operator. However, the energy region of interest738

used in this study extends to 100 keV, below much739

of this enhancement.740

Stronger effects are observed for O8, for which the741

nuclear scattering cross section scales with v2
⊥. In742

this case, fast DM particles in G1 have an enhanced743

nuclear scattering cross section, even when the mo-744

mentum transfer is relatively small. This behavior745

leads to enhanced cross sections across all accessi-746

ble energy scales. Similarly, substructures like the747

Gaia Sausage that decrease the amount of fast DM748

suppress the recoil spectrum.749

Fig. 6 shows the recoil energy spectra for DM-750

nucleon couplings via the same three operators, as-751

suming the SHM, for IS, IV, and XP isospin scenar-752

ios. Similar behavior is observed for all three opera-753

tors. IS interactions have the strongest nuclear cou-754

plings, due to the coherent A2 enhancement (where755

A is the atomic mass number), while interference756

between protons and neutrons suppress IV and XP757

interactions. These interactions all have slightly dif-758

ferent shapes, governed by their corresponding nu-759

clear response function W ττ ′

k (q2) in Eq. (9). These760

functions are defined for IS and IV components, as761

well as their cross terms, which appear in XP in-762

teractions. The IV term decreases the most quickly763

with recoil energy, while the cross terms are rela-764

tively flat. As a result, the IV energy spectrum de-765

creases the fastest, while the XP spectrum (the only766

one including the cross terms) decreases the slowest.767
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FIG. 6. Recoil spectra for mχ=100 GeV/c2 and
SHM with IS, IV, and XP couplings, and the fol-
lowing cross sections: O1 (3.7× 10−45 cm2, red), O8

(1.9× 10−38 cm2, blue), and O11 (2.3× 10−42 cm2, or-
ange).

B. Constraints on effective operators, with the768

Standard Halo Model769
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FIG. 7. Upper limits (90 % C.L.) on DM-nucleon scat-
tering cross sections with the SHM and operators: O1

(red), O11 (orange), O3 (green), O8 (blue) and O5 (pur-
ple). IS interactions (solid lines) always set the strongest
constraints. Isospin-violating scenarios (IV: dash lines,
and XP: dash-dot lines) are also shown.

Exclusion curves for the NREOs considered here770

are presented in Fig. 7 for the SHM VDF, as a func-771

tion of the DM massmχ and the effective DM-proton772

cross section σp defined in Eq. (11).773

Operators O1, O5, O8, and O11 depend on the M774

response function, and O3 depends on Φ′′. As can be775

seen in Fig. 7, interactions governed by O5, O8 and776

O11 are suppressed relative to O1, despite using the777

same nuclear response function. This suppression778

is due to the additional factor of (q/mN )2 ∼ 10−3–779

10−2 in O11 and the factor of v2
⊥ ∼ 10−6 in O8; while780

both factors suppress O5.781

The operators O3 and O11 are both proportional782

to (q/mN )2. However, O3 is described by the Φ′′783

multipole operator (discussed in Eqs. (9) and (10)),784

while O11 is described by M . Since the former op-785

erator is related to spin-orbit coupling, it couples to786

the two unpaired neutrons and proton holes in 40Ar,787

rather than to all 40 nucleons. As a result, it is a788

factor of 102 smaller than M .789

These results can be compared to those reported790

by DarkSide-50 in [46], where similar behavior was791

observed. The study in [46] also explores the ef-792

fects of light mediators in these interactions. The793

analysis presented by DarkSide-50 adopts a differ-794

ent convention for interpreting effective coupling795

constants as DM-nucleon cross sections than is796

used in the present study (see Eq. (11))—namely,797

DarkSide-50 provides IS cross sections normalized798

to reference values for q and v⊥ at qref =100 MeV/c799

and vref =220 km/s, respectively. Recasting the IS800

constraints shown in Fig. 7 using these conventions801

shows that the present constraints are stronger, as802

expected from the increased exposure used for the803

present search.804

C. Effects of isospin violation on constraints805
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FIG. 8. Constraints on the O1 interaction from
XENON1T [82] and DEAP-3600 [5], for IV (isovector;
solid) and XP (xenonphobic; dashed) scenarios. Limits
labeled “Rescale” were obtained following the method
used in [41] (shown in Eq. 16), while those labeled
“NREFT” used the present approach.

The effects of IV and XP isospin scenarios on con-806

straints on the DM-nucleon cross section resulting807

from O1 with the pure SHM are illustrated in Fig. 8.808

As seen in Fig. 6, the recoil energy spectra for the IV809
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and XP scenarios differ, due to the different nuclear810

response functions produced by IS and IV couplings,811

as well as their cross terms.812

Isospin violation in LAr and LXe targets was ex-813

plored in [41], where DM-nucleon cross sections were814

rescaled to various isospin scenarios using previously815

reported constraints on the isoscalar DM-nucleon816

cross section σIS
N = (c0iµN )2/π. These are related817

by the “rescaling method”:818

σ′p = σIS
N

∑
j ηjµ

2
Aj
A2
j∑

j ηjµ
2
Aj

[Z + (Aj − Z)cni /c
p
i ]

2 , (16)

where ηj is the relative abundance of isotope j with819

mass number Aj and Z protons; and µAj
is the re-820

duced mass of the DM-nucleus system.821

To further explore these effects, Fig. 8 shows limits822

for IV and XP scenarios with the “rescale” method823

in [41] and with the NREFT framework. The re-824

sults of rescaling limits from XENON1T [82] and825

DEAP-3600 [5] are shown for the IV and XP scenar-826

ios, consistent with values obtained in [41]. These827

rescaled constraints from DEAP-3600 are compared828

with constraints obtained from the NREFT frame-829

work where σ′p is defined in Eq. (16) and NR func-830

tions W ττ ′

k are implemented consistently. As seen in831

Fig.8, this latter framework gives up to 20 % stronger832

limits. This difference is due to the fact that the XP833

recoil energy spectrum is flatter than the IV spec-834

trum, as shown in Fig. 6.835

D. Effects of substructures on constraints836

Fig. 9(a) shows the effects of various DM halo sub-837

structures on cross section upper limits for the IS O1838

interaction, using the maximum values of ηsub.839

The strongest effects are seen at lower mχ, where840

the lower DM kinetic energy places the maximum841

recoil energy closer to the energy threshold. As842

such, slow substructures weaken the limits at low843

mχ, while fast ones strengthen them. These effects844

diminish at higher mχ, where a higher fraction of the845

DM will have enough kinetic energy to produce vis-846

ible signals, until they level off at some constant de-847

viation from the limits derived with the SHM. Once848

slow particles have enough kinetic energy to reliably849

produce detectable signals, the effects of increasing850

their velocity become smaller. As a result, streams851

modeled by G1, G2, and G3 lead to stronger limits,852

while both Gaia Sausage models and the streams853

G4, G5, and G6 result in weaker limits.854

Fig. 9(b) illustrates how these limits change when855

O5 is considered, instead. Each substructure is again856

taken at its maximum ηsub. A similar trend is ob-857

served, in which faster substructures lead to stronger858
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FIG. 9. Upper limits (90 % C.L.) on the effective oper-
ators (a) O1 and (b) O5 for substructures in this study,
as defined in Tab. II. Curves labeled “GS” correspond to
the two Gaia Sausage models.

limits and slower substructures lead to weaker lim-859

its. However, the effects are much more signifi-860

cant, due to the dependence of O5 on v2
⊥ with more861

than an order of magnitude variation seen near mχ≈862

100 GeV/c2.863

These differences persist at higher masses. For864

operators that depend on v⊥, enhancing the high-865

velocity component of the VDF increases the frac-866

tion of candidates with enough kinetic energy to867

produce a detectable signal, as for O1. These868

high-velocity DM particles also have enhanced nu-869

clear scattering cross section, yielding stronger con-870

straints. Likewise, slower substructures have DM871

with suppressed interactions and weaker limits.872
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(b) Gaia Sausage (O’Hare et al.) [17]
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(c) G1 streams
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FIG. 10. Upper limits (90 % C. L.) on DM-nucleon scattering cross sections for the O1, O11, O3, O8, and O5 effective
operators, in the presence of VDFs corresponding to both Gaia Sausage models, G1 streams, and G2 streams, with
ηsub of the DM contained in the specified substructure. Beneath each set of exclusion curves is the relative deviation of
each operator with the given substructure at its maximum value compared to the SHM and where ∆σ = σsub−σSHM.

E. Isoscalar limits in the presence of halo873

substructures874

Figs. 10 and 11 show IS exclusion curves for each875

NREO under consideration, with each substructure876

listed in Tab. II varied over the range of ηsub.877

The relative differences between the exclusion curves878

drawn with ηsub at its maximum value and minimum879

value (corresponding to the SHM) are also shown.880

As noted above, DM with mχ<100 GeV/c2 ex-881

hibit the most sensitivity to substructures, since po-882

tential signals in the energy region of interest come883

from high-velocity tails of the VDFs, where the DM884

speed can compensate for the lower mass. For O1,885

O3, and O11, exclusion curves drawn for higher-mass886

DM become relatively insensitive to most of the sub-887
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(b) G4 streams
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(c) G5 streams
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FIG. 11. Upper limits (90 % C. L.) on DM-nucleon scattering cross sections for the O1, O11, O3, O8, and O5 effective
operators, in the presence of VDFs corresponding to the G3, G4, G5 and G6 streams, with ηsub of the DM contained
in the specified substructure. Beneath each set of exclusion curves is the relative deviation of each operator with the
given substructure at its maximum value compared to the SHM and where ∆σ = σsub − σSHM.

structures considered here, typically deviating from888

the SHM result by 10 % or less.889

For O5 and O8, for which Rk ∝ v2
⊥, these differ-890

ences persist at higher mχ, as the velocity enhance-891

ment of the cross section is independent of mχ. As a892

result, these operators are more sensitive to changes893

in the VDF than the others are.894

Both models of the Gaia Sausage result in weaker895

constraints, due to its relatively low velocity in the896

laboratory frame. However, the parametrization by897

O’Hare et al. [17] (Fig. 10(b)) affects the constraints898

more strongly at higher mχ compared to the model899

by Necib et al. [61] (Fig. 10(a)). At 3 TeV/c2, the900

model by O’Hare et al. increases the upper limit by901

a factor of 2.0, while the model by Necib et al. in-902

creases it by a factor of 1.7.903
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However, their relative effects reverse at lower904

masses. At 40 GeV/c2, the model from Necib et al.905

increases the limit by a factor of 4.7, compared to906

a factor of 3.1, following O’Hare et al.. This behav-907

ior is due to the fact that the model described by908

O’Hare et al. is both slower and narrower than the909

model by Necib et al..910

The fastest streams, G1 and G2 (Figs. 10(c)911

and 10(d)), strengthen limits the most, with more912

significant changes for O5 and O8. The slowest913

stream, G6 (Fig. 11(d)), decreases sensitivity uni-914

formly across all masses. DM particles in these sub-915

structures have too little kinetic energy across at all916

considered masses, and so cannot produce a signal917

in the energy region of interest. Instead, all candi-918

date signals would come from the residual SHM-like919

component.920

Streams described by G5 (Fig. 11(c)) consistently921

yield limits within 40 % of those obtained from the922

pure SHM at 40 GeV/c2, and agree with the SHM923

prediction to within 3 % at 3 TeV/c2. These streams924

have a mean close to that of the SHM, and their925

impact on DM sensitivity mostly derives from the926

effect of narrowing the VDF.927

Limits from streams G3 and G4 are shown in928

Figs. 11(b) and 11(a), respectively. Both streams de-929

crease sensitivity by up to 40 % at 40 GeV/c2, with930

varying behavior at higher masses. ForO5 andO8 at931

higher masses, G4 decreases the sensitivity by up to932

9 %, while it increases the sensitivity by up to 20 %933

for the other operators. At these masses, G3 streams934

increase the sensitivity for all operators, though lim-935

its forO5 andO8 are strengthened by 24 %, while the936

others are improved by up to 20 %. These streams937

increase the sensitivity in some mass ranges and de-938

crease it at other masses due to their narrow VDFs:939

while the VDFs have a slightly higher means than940

the SHM, their lower spread decreases the popula-941

tion of the high-velocity tail.942

F. Simultaneous effects of all model variations943

Limits from all model variations discussed in944

Sec. III are summarized at three fixed masses,945

shown in Fig. 12: Fig. 12(a) shows limits set for946

mχ=40 GeV/c2; Fig. 12(b) formχ=100 GeV/c2; and947

Fig. 12(c) for mχ=3 TeV/c2.948

These figures show the 90 % C. L. upper limits949

on the DM-nucleon scattering cross section at each950

mass, for all operator and isospin scenarios consid-951

ered. Upper limits are shown for the VDF groupings952

presented in Tab. II. Each rectangle in these figures953

shows the cross section excluded as the fraction of954

DM in the substructure ηsub varies within its spec-955

ified range, with darker shadings corresponding to956

higher values of ηsub.957

The general trends discussed earlier are evident in958

Fig. 12. For all operators, constraints on lower-mass959

DM candidates are most strongly affected by sub-960

structures. Upper limits derived from O1, O3, and961

O11 become relatively insensitive to substructures at962

higher masses, while O5 and O8 remain sensitive.963

Operators that introduce a factor of q2 to the DM964

response function, such as O3, O5, and O11 change965

the shape of the recoil energy spectrum, compared966

to O1. Similarly, the dependence of O3 on Φ′′ rather967

than M and variations in the isospin symmetry as-968

sumptions change the momentum dependence of the969

nuclear response function. Upper limits for interac-970

tions with these altered response functions increase971

in sensitivity by up to 10 % more when fast substruc-972

tures are introduced compared to O1.973

Many of these changes manifest by making the re-974

coil energy spectrum flatter, as discussed in Sec. V A.975

Since the current analysis uses the same energy re-976

gion of interest defined for [5], some of these changes977

occurred at higher energies than were included in978

this region. It is therefore likely that extending the979

analysis region to higher energies will result in lim-980

its on these interactions that are more sensitive to981

substructures. However, such a study is beyond the982

scope of the present analysis.983

G1 and G2 are the only two substructures that984

uniformly produce stronger limits for all operators985

across all masses; the other substructures either al-986

ways weaken the constraints or have effects that987

change with mass and operator. Substructures in988

this latter category tend to have smaller effects on989

the constraints compared to others.990

The slowest streams, described by G6, uniformly991

weaken constraints by around 40 % for all interac-992

tions and DM masses. This constant shift is because993

most of the DM in these substructures does not have994

enough kinetic energy to produce a signal in the en-995

ergy region of interest, and so all potential DM sig-996

nals must come from the SHM-like component of the997

VDF, which decreases with ηsub.998

G. Limits on photon-mediated interactions999

Limits on photon-mediated interactions are de-1000

rived using a set of effective operators, as described1001

in Sec. III B 2.1002

Upper bounds on the coupling strength of these1003

interactions are shown in Fig. 13, assuming the1004

SHM. Formχ=100 GeV/c2, this analysis excludes an1005

anapole coupling strength cA>4.8× 10−5 GeV−2, a1006

magnetic dipole µχ>1.1× 10−8 GeV−1, an electric1007

dipole moment dχ>1.5× 10−9 GeV−1, and an elec-1008

tric charge ε>7.4× 10−10e.1009
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FIG. 12. Summary plots showing upper limits (90 % C. L.) on the DM-nucleon scattering cross section values at
mχ=40 GeV/c2, 100 GeV/c2, and 3 TeV/c2 for each substructure and isospin scenario. Operators’ color (from left
to right on the σp-axis) are: O1 (red), O11 (orange), O3 (green), O8 (blue) and O5(purple). Limits labeled “G.S.”
correspond to the Gaia Sausage models by Necib et al. [61] and by O’Hare et al. [17]. The shading in each rectangle
indicates the value of ηsub, with darker colors denoting higher values. The minimum ηsub = 0% coincides with the
limit constrained with the SHM.

VI. CONCLUSION1010

This study provides detailed analyses of1011

DEAP-3600’s constraints on DM-nucleon cou-1012

plings beyond the standard assumptions of a1013

constant, isoscalar, spin-independent cross section1014

and a Maxwell-Boltzmann DM velocity distribution.1015

Using a total exposure of 758 tonne·days, upper1016

limits were placed on the O1, O3, O5, O8, and O111017

effective operators in isoscalar (IS), isovector (IV),1018

and xenonphobic (XP) isospin symmetry scenarios,1019

using the NREFT framework described in [35]1020

and exploring the effects of various kinematically1021

distinct halo substructures, which are motivated by1022

recent astronomical observations.1023

Constraints on operators proportional to v⊥ are1024

weaker than those proportional to q, which are1025

weaker than those proportional to neither. Limits1026

for interactions proportional to the Φ′′ multipole op-1027

erator are weaker than those for comparable inter-1028

actions with M , consistent with findings in [46].1029

As shown in [41], limits on XP couplings above1030

100 GeV/c2 for DEAP-3600 are stronger than those1031
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FIG. 13. Exclusion curves on the coupling strength of
photon-mediated interactions: anapole, magnetic dipole,
electric dipole and millicharged DM using the SHM.

placed by XENON1T based on rescaling arguments.1032

The NREFT framework yields different recoil energy1033

spectra for IS and IV couplings and their cross terms.1034

In the case of IV interactions, these changes result1035

in slightly weaker limits than are derived using the1036

rescaling method in [41], while they comparatively1037

strengthen constraints for XP interactions.1038

Exclusion curves may substantially change in the1039

presence of kinematically distinct halo substruc-1040

tures. While these effects are strongest for DM1041

masses at the lower range of DEAP-3600’s sensitiv-1042

ity, they remain particularly strong at higher masses1043

for operators that depend on v⊥. Constraints on1044

interactions are most significantly strengthened by1045

fast substructures, like the the S1 [17] stream and1046

the streams identified by Koppelman et al. [16];1047

constraints are most significantly weakened by slow1048

streams like Nyx [18], prograde in-falling clumps,1049

and the Gaia Sausage debris flow [17, 61].1050

While Nyx is slower than the Gaia Sausage, the1051

potentially high ηsub for the latter substructure al-1052

lows it to have a stronger effect. Both realizations of1053

the Gaia Sausage considered here show qualitatively1054

similar effects on upper limits; however, the model1055

described in [61] by Necib et al., has stronger effects1056

at lower masses, while the model in [17] by O’Hare et1057

al., is more significant at higher masses. Upper lim-1058

its set with these models may disagree with each1059

other by around 30 %.1060

Limits placed on v⊥-dependent operators were the1061

most sensitive to substructures, while operators pro-1062

portional to q responded similarly to O1. However,1063

Figure 5 shows that the recoil energy spectra for1064

q-dependent operators diverge significantly from O11065

spectra in the presence of substructures at higher en-1066

ergies than were considered for the region of interest.1067

This observation indicates that greater sensitivity to1068

substructures may arise in searches that extend out1069

to higher energies, up to around 200 keV.1070

The large variation seen in these limits highlights1071

the importance of the local DM kinetic distribution1072

as a source of uncertainty in the exclusion or dis-1073

covery of the particle nature of DM. These effects1074

may be further exacerbated by the presence of mul-1075

tiple substructures. As demonstrated in [47], sub-1076

structures like the Gaia Sausage may introduce sig-1077

nificant uncertainties in interpreting potential DM1078

detection signals, as well. However, [47] shows that1079

these degeneracies can be resolved by comparing re-1080

sults between experiments, emphasizing the impor-1081

tance of DM searches with different target nuclei.1082

Halo substructures also have different effects on the1083

recoil energy spectra expected for each operator, po-1084

tentially allowing spectral information to further re-1085

solve these uncertainties.1086

Kinematic substructures with higher velocities1087

than those discussed here may strengthen these ef-1088

fects. For example, interactions between the Milky1089

Way and the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) may re-1090

sult in local substructures with velocities faster than1091

the galactic escape speed if the DM particles origi-1092

nated in the LMC or were accelerated by it. Such1093

substructures are discussed in [83].1094

Further assessing how various particle and astro-1095

physical models can be resolved is left to future work.1096

These studies will benefit from the several ongoing1097

efforts to better understand the kinematics of the1098

local DM halo.1099

Exclusion curves for all operators discussed in the1100

current analysis evaluated for each VDF, including1101

the specific interactions, are available at ZENODO1102

LINK. Data needed to reproduce the VDFs and re-1103

coil energy spectra shown in Figs. 2–6 are available1104

there, as well.1105
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